Social Studies
- PattiAnn Brown and Jeff Andreano discussed the need for an additional Social Studies teacher
  - Increase graduation rate (Regents diploma graduates)
  - Will be able to offer additional AP classes
  - Assist in Maker Space
  - Contract compliance
  - AIS
  - Data will be collected throughout the 2018-2019 school year; PattiAnn and Jeff will report back to the committee in June or July 2019 (new position, graduation success rate; AIS – success)
  - New position will be created and approved by the BOE

Graduation June 2019
- Jeff Andreano recommended moving graduation from June 29, 2019 to June 22, 2019

Textbooks
- Jen Kless reviewed the recommended textbooks for Math and Social Studies as well as SS K-3 (BOCES)
- Jen will report back to the committee in June regarding success of SS K-3

Appalachian Regional Commission Proposal: Olean Community and Cultural Center
- Jen Mahar noted the ARC grant application is due in October (first round of review – the OCSD is ranked #2)
- Will seek letters of support
- ARC will award grant to successful applicants in the Spring
- The committee recommended that Jen give a presentation to the BOE in either September or October

Special Patrol Officer(s)
- Mr. Moore noted that he has met on several occasions with Mayor Aiello and Chief Rowley

Policy - #8130
- The committee recommended incorporating “unlawfully” language

Goal Setting for 2018-2019 School Year
- The committee will set its goals after the August BOE retreat

Moved by J. Fodor, seconded by P. Hessney, to adjourn from the Operations Meeting and go in to Executive Session at 12:45 pm for the purpose of discussing: contractual issue. Aaron Wolfe, Kathy Elser, and Vicki Zaleski-Irizarry invited to attend.

Moved by P. Hessney, seconded by J. Fodor, to adjourn from Executive Session and reconvene to the Operations Meeting at 1:07 p.m.
Other
  • Paul Hessney noted that ESSA implementation is effective November 1st.

Meeting adjourned at 1:10 pm.

Next meeting: August 7, 2018 at 4:30 pm